I’M INTERESTED IN COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION

• I enjoy being in contact and talking with people and keep up to date with cultural, economic and social affairs.
• I’m interested in new information technologies.

I’M INTERESTED IN DOCUMENTATION

• I have good general knowledge and writing skills.
• I’m comfortable using computers and competent with office administration tools and Internet browsing.

Candidates should ideally have a background in literary studies, economics & social studies or science.

Most of the professions listed require master’s level qualifications, but some of them can be accessed after 2 or 3 years’ higher education.

To find out more about the career opportunities available to graduates, consult the list of professions compiled by ODiF (Observatoire de la Direction des Formations), part of the University of Lille.

WHICH PROFESSIONS?

COMMUNICATION
• Communication assistant
• Press attaché
• Head of communication
• Head of public relations or events publicity
• Head of advertising
• Community manager
• Copywriter
• Digital planner
• In-house journalist
• Webmaster, web designer
• Press editor

PUBLISHING – BOOKSELLING
• Publishing assistant
• Reviewer/proofreader
• Bookseller
• Editorial supervisor
• Representative for a publishing house and/or distributor

DOCUMENTATION – LIBRARIES
• Archivist
• Librarian
• Library curator
• Head of in-house documentary research
• Head of cataloguing
• Head of business intelligence
• Electronic document management project leader
• Cybrarian
• Document management instructor in a school or university
• Website manager
• Iconographer
• Video librarian
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Tell me more about

COMMUNICATION, INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION

POST-SECONDARY COURSES AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LILLE

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN 2 YEARS

Theory combined with apprenticeships in the field. Selective admission.

DEUST LIBRARIES AND DOCUMENTATION [ ] [ ]
To prepare for a career as a technician in document management or in a public or private library.

DUT BOOKS AND TEXTUAL HERITAGE [ ] [ ]
To prepare for a career in the promotion and dissemination of books.

3-YEAR BACHELOR’S DEGREES

Theoretical grounding to prepare for further study up to master’s level and/or civil service examinations.

DEGREE INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION PARCOURS FORMATION SCIENCE AND DOCUMENTATION [ ] [ ]
This course studies information organisation and management methods, whether in libraries or documentation centres, and more broadly the role of information in society.

DEGREE LITERARY STUDIES [ ] [ ]

OPTION HUMANITIES AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
This course looks at the cultures of ancient Greece and Rome, information science and documentation and initiates a reflection on the way knowledge has been organised, preserved, transmitted and disseminated across the ages.

OPTION MODERN LITERARY STUDIES
This course studies literature in all of its diversity (French, foreign and ancient languages), linguistics, grammar, semantics, etc. An option with a focus on communication is available from year 1.

OPTION ESJ LILLE [UNIQUE IN FRANCE]
SELECTIVE ADMISSION [ ]
Course enabling students to take bachelor’s degree modules at the University as well as classes at the ÉcoleSupérieure de Journalisme in Lille (ESJ Lille) with a view to preparing for the entrance examinations at schools of journalism. Candidates must apply for one of the degree programmes listed below and directly via esj-lille.fr/:
- Economic and Social Administration–AES [ ]
- Law (option: “panoptic”) [ ]
- Economics and Management [ ]
- Geography and Planning [ ]
- History [ ]
- Art History and Archaeology [ ]
- Literary studies (option: classical) [ ]
- Literary studies (option: modern) [ ]
- Literary studies (option: humanities and information science) [ ]
- Foreign and Regional Languages, Literature and Civilisation –LLCER [ ]
- Philosophy (option: philosophy) [ ]
- Political Science [ ]
- Social Science (option: cultural industries, art and societies) [ ]
- Science and Techniques of Physical Activity and Sport –STAPS [ ]
- Sociology [ ]

DUT INFORMATION / COMMUNICATION [ ] [ ]
ORGANISATIONAL COMMUNICATION
ALSO ACCESSIBLE AS A SPECIAL YEAR OR AS A PARALLEL EMPLOYEE/STUDENT PROGRAMME AFTER 1 YEAR IN HIGHER EDUCATION
To prepare for a career in communication-in-house or with a communication agency, local authorities, associations, administrations, etc.

1-YEAR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

An additional year after 2 years’ higher education to pursue your studies to master’s level. Selective admission

DEGREE INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION PARCOURS COMMUNICATION [ ]
This course takes a multidisciplinary approach to information science and communication.

AFTER 2 YEARS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Whatever your background, you have the option of completing professional training. This course lasts one year and allows you to specialise, obtain a dual qualification or enter the job market after 3 years in higher education. This professional diploma is designed to lead immediately to employment.

AFTER A BACHELOR’S DEGREE

After an education in information, communication or documentation, you can continue your studies to master’s level (5 years in higher education) in one of the corresponding fields.

You can also sit civil service examinations (librarian, head of documentary research, etc.) or the entrance examinations for specialist schools (e.g. journalism having chosen the ESJ Lille option).

3-year bachelor’s degrees
Theoretical grounding to prepare for further study up to master’s level and/or civil service examinations.

DEGREE INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION PARCOURS FORMATION SCIENCE AND DOCUMENTATION [ ] [ ]
This course studies information organisation and management methods, whether in libraries or documentation centres, and more broadly the role of information in society.

DEGREE LITERARY STUDIES [ ] [ ]

OPTION HUMANITIES AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
This course looks at the cultures of ancient Greece and Rome, information science and documentation and initiates a reflection on the way knowledge has been organised, preserved, transmitted and disseminated across the ages.

OPTION MODERN LITERARY STUDIES
This course studies literature in all of its diversity (French, foreign and ancient languages), linguistics, grammar, semantics, etc. An option with a focus on communication is available from year 1.

OPTION ESJ LILLE [UNIQUE IN FRANCE]
SELECTIVE ADMISSION [ ]
Course enabling students to take bachelor’s degree modules at the University as well as classes at the ÉcoleSupérieure de Journalisme in Lille (ESJ Lille) with a view to preparing for the entrance examinations at schools of journalism. Candidates must apply for one of the degree programmes listed below and directly via esj-lille.fr/:
- Economic and Social Administration–AES [ ]
- Law (option: “panoptic”) [ ]
- Economics and Management [ ]
- Geography and Planning [ ]
- History [ ]
- Art History and Archaeology [ ]
- Literary studies (option: classical) [ ]
- Literary studies (option: modern) [ ]
- Literary studies (option: humanities and information science) [ ]
- Foreign and Regional Languages, Literature and Civilisation –LLCER [ ]
- Philosophy (option: philosophy) [ ]
- Political Science [ ]
- Social Science (option: cultural industries, art and societies) [ ]
- Science and Techniques of Physical Activity and Sport –STAPS [ ]
- Sociology [ ]

The information here is valid for the reference year 2018-2019. The academic programmes at ULille are subject to change in September 2020

More info: consult the catalogue of courses at

https://www.univ-lille.fr/formations or contact SUAIO

Parcoursup
Find out about the requirements and terms of access for each course at: www.parcoursup.fr

Main campuses:

• Campus Cité scientifique (V. D’Ascq)
• Campus Moulins-Ronchin
• Campus Pont-de-Bois (V. D’Ascq)
• Campus Roubaix-Tourcoing
• Campus Santé (Lille ; Loos)

Parcoursup